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Techniqueand Theory in the Work of Kapila Vatsyayan
Janet O'Shea
As a scholar and practitionerof BharatanatyamI would like, foremost, to express my
gratitude to Kapila Vatsyayan for her comprehensive, in-depth studies of Indian classical
dance forms. Her work includes attention to both distant and recent epochs in the
history of Indian dance as well as to currentpractice. Her analysis of many divergent
sources has laid the groundwork for any academic study of classical Indian dance. She
not only provides an exhaustive account of Indian dance in the past and present but also
interprets the relationship among aesthetic theory texts, historical dance practice, and
contemporary, classical Indian choreography in a nuanced and sophisticated manner.
Because the strengths of Vatsyayan's research are manifold, I restrict my consideration here to a narrow focus. Specifically, this discussion focuses on her concept of
dance technique as an integral part of her analytical framework. This essay also addresses the ramifications of her methodology for current and future work in the field of
dance studies. In particular,I consider how Vatsyayan's understandingof the bodily
subject offers an important paradigm for current writings within dance scholarship,
especially those that interpretdance praxis in relation to social theory (1). Moreover, I
limit my attention to two of Vatsyayan's major works: Classical Indian Dance in Literature and the Arts and Indian Classical Dance.

Kapila Vatsyayan'sConcept of Technique

Vatsyayan theorizes the corporeal subject through the category of technique. She
mobilizes the notion of technique for analytical classification of both the pedagogical
and performative aspects of a particulardance form. This typology is a general one: it
functions as a framework that incorporatesa set of criteria for extracting the characteristic features of a system of stylized, bodily action. In Vatsyayan's paradigm, technique
operates as a methodology for organizing movement.
Drawing upon her sustained research into classical aesthetic theory texts in the
Sanskrit language, Vatsyayan locates her model, predicated on this notion that I refer to
as the "technique concept" in movement vocabulary, dance syntax, and pedagogical
exercises (2). Such an idea shifts the concept from a specific, descriptive term-that in
North American dance parlance usually refers to dance training, such as in the phrase
"dance technique class"-to a general, analytical frame. For instance, in her discussion
of the technical features of Indian dance, Vatsyayan highlights the "building blocks" of
contemporary dance forms, such as the adavu in Bharatanatyam,which function as
both training exercises and the irreducible components from which performance choreography emerges. This consideration of technique links, in her writing, class exercises
with all of the other constitutive elements of a dance form, including its expressive
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portions (Vatsyayan 1992, 13). Vatsyayan uses technique, then, to trace a continuum
between the daily practice of a dance form and its manifestation onstage.
Vatsyayan's approach to dance analysis extends beyond her vast knowledge of
Sanskrit aesthetic theory texts to include the representativequalities that constitute a
dance form, such as the dancing body's relationship to time, space, and gravity. For
instance, basic stances from which movement originates are culled from texts and
praxis, but Vatsyayan also adds such elements as the geometric patterns created by
dancing bodies. Vatsyayan's studies encompass such factors as the relationship to a
corporeal center and the movement vocabulary's division of the body into units.
Vatsyayan, however, moves beyond the Sanskrit texts that have influenced her work
when she explicitly delineates not only sets of dance steps, floor patterns, and the
organization of movements, but also the different body concepts that various dance
forms cultivate.

Techniqueand the Organizationof the Dancing Body

Vatsyayan's definition of technique, then, allows her to demonstrate how a dance form's
characteristicunits of movement constitute that form's particularway of interpretingthe
body. For Vatsyayan, this theorization of the body varies across movement forms. In
discussing the commonalities among Indian classical dance styles, for instance, she
extracts overarching priorities from the predominant movement components of each.
She argues that the concern of Indian dance forms with the vertical median as point of
initiation and return indicates a more general organization of the body around this
centerline, demonstratinghow all of these styles of dance privilege an upright, symmetrical body. Similarly, Vatsyayan maintains that Indian dance constructs the body
around the articulationof joints in relation to one another, in contrast to Western dance,
which views the body through the lines created by its musculature.
In her study of the relationship between movement priorities and the
conceptualization of the body created therein, Vatsyayan does not restrict herself to
similarities among Indian dance forms. She describes the dancing body of
Bharatanatyamas consisting of lower limbs, thought of either as straight lines or as two
sides of a triangle, arching upper limbs, and a torso that operates as a single unit
(Vatsyayan 1992, 25). By contrast, she demonstrates how Odissi's use of a deflected hip
and unequal weight on bent legs varies from the straighterpositions typical of other
types of Indian dance (Vatsyayan 1992, 60). The appearance of these movements in
Odissi contributes to a different body concept than in other Indian dance forms. According to Vatsyayan, the Odissi body remains divided along a central median but also
becomes characterizedby curves arching into and out of asymmetricality (Vatsyayan
1992, 59).

The Advantagesof the TechniqueParadigm

Vatsyayan'srecourseto techniqueas a generalprincipleallows her to analyze the relationship
of classical aesthetictheory to historicaldance praxis. Througha comparisonof a numberof
historicalsources, for example, she clearly distinguisheslikely componentsof older dance
forms fromthe imaginativeelement of the text or visual image. This close attentionto the
types of movement featuredin a variety of source materialsenables Vatsyayan'sclarification
of the relationshipbetween, in her terms, the expressionisticand notative aspects of dance
texts and visual iconography(Vatsyayan1992, 6).
Inspiredby her translationwork with Sanskritaesthetictheorytexts, Vatsyayan
locates dance practicein the specifics of movement vocabularies,terminologies,and syntaxes.
By linkingthis interpretationwith the Labananalyst'sabilityto observemovementvocabularies throughtheir componentparts,Vatsyayandevelops a model of dance analysis applicableto
movement forms beyond those referredto by the Sanskritaesthetic theory texts. Her technique paradigm,then, while rooted in classical Sanskritworks, has relevance for a wider range
of movement forms.
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Vatsyayanunitesherin-depthknowledgeof SanskritaesthetictextswithherexperiencewithLabanalysisto produceanunderstanding
of danceas a consciousculturalpractice
thatcanbe describedverballythroughits componentfeatures.Thisview,in turn,providesa
of corporeality
wayintoarticulating
divergencesandsimilaritiesintheconstruction
among
differentculturesortimeperiods.Vatsyayan's
techniqueconcept,then,hasutilityforany
numberof endeavorswithindancescholarship.
This techniqueconcept,as a result,has particularapplicabilityto cross-cultural
scholarshipsince it representsa point of entryinto the academicstudyof any numberof
dance forms. Specifically,the recourseto techniqueas movementlogic constitutesan
equalizingmaneuver.Ratherthanprivilegingone particularmovementsystem as a
norm,such a model enablesscholarsto approachdance forms of disparateculturesand
time periodsas distinctivemeansof conceivingof the body. Vatsyayan'sparadigmalso
facilitatesthe interpretation
of the culturalprioritiesevidentin a danceform while not
reducingdanceto the statusof reflectingits culture,time period,or social group.This
methodologicalframeworksituatesdance as an active culturalparticipantin relationto
other systems of thought.
Further Applicabilityof the TechniqueModel
Vatsyayan'sapproachalso speaksto some problemsconventionallyassociatedwith
dance scholarship.Because of my own researchfocus on Bharatanatyam
in the United
Statesand India,I highlightthe academicstudyof dancein these two countries.Althoughthe field of dance scholarshipobviouslyextendsfar beyond specific intellectual
practicesin eitherthe UnitedStatesor India,a relatedset of problemsthatmanifestsin
these two locationsremainsrelevantfor the subjectareathatVatsyayanconsiders.As is
by now well known, scholarsoutsidethe field have tendedto view dance scholarshipas
a problematicaland difficultventure.How can somethingthat, apparently,leaves no
tracebe studied?More generally,dance has conventionallybeen associatedin Europe
and NorthAmericawith irrationality,
ineffability,and is often portrayedas
Dance studieshas often counteredthese chargesby explicitly developunrepresentable.
ing meansof theorizingthe corporealsubject.Vatsyayan'sconceptof techniqueoffers
one such clear methodfor articulatingthe moving body. Her close analysisof movement qualitiesin materialsbeyondlive performance,such as in textualdescriptionand
visual iconography,offers a meansto find tracesof danceperformancein historical
evidence.It is not only the rigorousinvestigationof multiplesources,but also her very
willingnessto make manifesther comparative,cross-text,and cross-genreapproachthat
rebutsthe assumptionthat remnantsof dance performancedissipateinstantly.
In addition,Vatsyayan'stechniqueconcept transcendsthe commondichotomy
betweenrationalityand emotionality.By demonstratinghow expressivedance forms
consist of movementlogic, her studiesbridgea perceivedgap in Western,and more
specificallyAmerican,thoughtbetween intellect and sentiment.Vatsyayan'sframework
of dance analysis,therefore,circumventsassumptionsaboutthe ascribedineffabilityof
dance.As she illustrateshow an analyticalapproachto orderingmovementinheresin
the dance forms themselves,Vatsyayansuggeststhat dancefunctionsas a system of
thoughtthat can be interpretedthroughwriting.
InIndia,by contrast,danceis heldin higherregardthanit hascustomarily
beenin the
UnitedStates.Historically,authorshaveconsidereddanceworthyof academicstudy,as
evidencedby the numeroustheoreticalaesthetictextswhichappearfromthe secondcentury
B.C.E.(Vatsyayan
1992,1-2).Thedichotomybetweencognitiveandemotivequalitiesor
experiencesdoesnot havethe samepervasiveinfluencethatit generallycarriesin North
Americanthought.Nonetheless,somerecentIndiandancescholarshavetendedto neglect
embodiedpracticein favorof ancientaesthetictheorytexts.A numberof authors,forinbut have
and the Abhinayadarpana
stance,have turnedto texts such as the Natyashastra
reconstruction
influence
held
of
the
there
Because
their
projects,
by
(3).
investigation
stopped
dancereformers,in theIndianclassical
suchas thatof RukminiDevi andothermidcentury
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dance milieu, some critics have been interestedin evaluatingcontemporaryclassical dance
forms accordingto Sanskritaesthetic texts. Vatsyayan,however, adaptsthe theoreticalbases
of such texts-for instance, the analysis of dance throughthe delineationof units of movement and structuralstandardsthat govern the creationof phrases-to investigate live dancing.
Vatsyayan not only adjusts the fundamental premises of such works to the
analysis of present-day movement forms but also distinguishes between the theoretical
texts themselves and the dancing of the past to which they refer. She provides a sophisticated analysis of the texts, in which she extracts practice from aesthetic theory, rather
than treating the written work as identical to historical praxis. For instance, in her
discussion of the Sangita-Ratnakara, Sarngadeva's text on music, she persuasively
argues that the author's emphasis on regional variations from a standardizeddance
classicism suggests both the influence of prescriptive texts and the departuresfrom them
in local practice (Vatsyayan 1992, 6). In addition, she supplements her study of the
better-known texts with other treatises on the aesthetic experience, with references to
dance in Sanskrit poetry, drama, and epics, and with a myriad of visual source materials,
such as painting and sculpture.
Finally, Vatsyayan also investigates the role of temporal change in Indian dance.
Rather than argue that contemporaryclassical dance remains wholly faithful to the
tenets of ancient aesthetic texts or that it has completely diverged from its historical
sources, she convincingly demonstrates that concert dance in India today represents an
intentional reconstructionof earlier practice. In her view, then, the present-day classical
dance forms both reflect a modem sensibility and engage actively with "fragments of
antiquity" (Vatsyayan 1992, 8). At the same time, Vatsyayan expresses a profound
respect for the enduring vitality of the oral traditions from which contemporarydance
praxis emerges (4).

Applicationof the TechniqueConcept to Social Theory and Dance Analysis

Vatsyayan's endeavor bridges a perceived discontinuity between "theory" and "content," a common perception that scholarship need be divided into "theoretical"projects,
meaning those that engage in a methodological discussion, and "content-based"studies
that provide specific information. A prevalent understandingis that one of these endeavors must happen at the expense of the other: those works concerned with content forgo
theoretical investigations while "theory,"which closely examines academic approaches,
neglects factual material. Vatsyayan's work, supplants this dichotomy as it cultivates
both compendia of information and a strong analytical model. Her notion of technique,
in particular,encourages both the description and analytical interpretationof component
parts of dance forms.
Much new research in dance studies has urged the interpretationof dance in
relation to broader social and cultural factors, institutions, and practices. Vatsyayan
herself portrays dance as constituted by internal logic systems and also demonstrates
how the dancing actively engages with areas of cultural life such as religion or with
related arts such as literature.Thus, her analysis provides a model for those interested in
linking the specifics of dance practice with larger social life as she suggests that the
elements of dance form a continuum with more general cultural and social considerations. A major purpose in focusing attention on "theory"lies in an interest in increasing
the relevance of particularstudies beyond their own field and, more generally, in
fostering cross-genre and cross-disciplinary exchanges. Vatsyayan's model represents
one such example of a methodology applicable beyond its immediate subject matter. In
fact, as I argued above, this idea of technique as movement methodology may be useful
for understandingany form of intentionally stylized bodily action.
While dance scholarship has generally analyzed the dancing body as a site of
cultural and societal discourse, many approaches have also interpreted corporeal subjects not only as locations of cultural production but also as active participantsin their
surroundingworld. By indicating how the tools of analysis emerge from the dancing
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itself and by drawing her methods out from Sanskrit theoretical texts into a potentially
cross-cultural system of interpretation,Vatsyayan's model offers a moving body that not
only is inscribed within a culture, but also plays an active role within that culture. For
these, and many other reasons, I, and nearly every scholar writing on Bharatanatyam,
have found Vatsyayan's analyses of Indian dance to be indispensable. Kapila
Vatsyayan's research has strongly influenced subsequent works not only because of the
great deal of information she imparts but also because she offers a paradigm that considers Indian dance, and dance in general, as a conscious practice that intersects with
broader cultural concerns and negotiates with historical flux.
Notes
1. Because of the varying terminologies involved in Indian and American dance scholarship, I use the term "theory"in two different ways in this essay. The first sense, in
currencyin U.S. dance studies, uses "theory"
to refer to inquiry that depends upon and
arises out of poststructuralistthought,including such fields as Marxian analysis,
postcolonial studies, and feminist theory;
this, I refer to as "social theory." The second connotation of the term, used largely in
Indian dance research, refers to classical
texts, mostly writtenin the Sanskritlanguage,
which study dance and dramaforms through
aesthetic analysis. This second sense of the
term I convey throughreferenceto "aesthetic
theory."

3. Kapila Vatsyayanmakes note of a similar
problem in her 1995 essay,"The Future of
Dance Scholarshipin India."She comments,
"Valuable as the first three [dance theory
texts, visual iconography, and music] are,
all relate only to the groundwork and the
structuralperiphery of the dance.... Too often dance scholarship on movement becomes a narrativeof life histories of dance
masters, regions, and styles. It does not go
into the system of articulation of movement"(486).

4. For example, at the October 1998 CORD
conference at which Kapila Vatsyayan'scontributions to dance scholarship were honored, Dr. Vatsyayan spoke fondly and with
great respect of her training with a number
2. I am indebted to UttaraAsha Coorlawala of the masters of the oral traditionof Indian
for urging me to incorporate an etiology of classical dance forms. In addition, she emKapila Vatsyayan's insights into this study. phasized that the reconstruction projects,
which constitute a great deal of choreography and performancework in contemporary
classical Indian dance, emerge as much out
of continous praxis as they do out of aesthetic texts.
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